SmartSense

Automated Temperature
and Humidity Monitoring

ZPower leverages 24/7
monitoring through a
network of SmartSense
sensors across 3 facilities
for their critical testing
parameters and manufacturing processes

ZPower, an industry leader in rechargeable battery technology, uses sophisticated testing protocols under highly
controlled environmental conditions to ensure that their
batteries can handle long-lasting energy demands.

The Challenge
ZPower needed a reliable and scalable monitoring solution that provides their operations, facilities, and engineering teams data to run experiments and manage production in a temperature-controlled environment. Prior to
SmartSense, ZPower had a locally hosted, wired solution
that required dedicated PC’s that were not connected to
the cloud. In addition, the software was unable to keep
up with the data flow demands, leading to frequent
crashes and false alerts for excursions.
In 2018, ZPower selected SmartSense, a leading IoT company, to implement two key capabilities:
• Gain proactive visibility into precise temperature
and humidity management to prevent compromised
batteries
• Access to reliable, cloud-based solutions that can
handle high data throughput and scale with ease

www.smartsense.co

The Solution

Precise Temperature and Humidity Monitoring
ZPower required devices that accurately measure temperature and humidity; a fluctuation of merely 2° F for 10
minutes is catastrophic to their testing protocol. In addition to accuracy requirements, ZPower required a solution
that could provide continuous data recording capabilities
and send alerts to key stakeholders for temperature or humidity excursions. “The SmartSense sensors feed streams
of data to an innovative Statistical Process Control system that’s integral to monitoring the battery production
processes, ” said John L. Coleman PhD, Sr. Data Scientist
at ZPower. Due to the sensitivity of their testing protocol,
the ZPower team had a small window of time to respond
to excursions. They needed to understand when temperature was trending up or down immediately so that they
could respond appropriately.
Scalability and Solution Focused
Almost as important and their precise monitoring needs,
ZPower needed a solution that could scale with their
growing business. Each of their 3 facilities have different
requirements with measuring and controlling temperature
and humidity. This meant that any solution they considered would need to be built on an architecture that was
capable of scaling to different use-cases.
They looked for a solution that did not require significant
time and energy to set up. Thanks to SmartSense’s plug
and play design, ZPower was gathering temperature and
humidity data almost immediately after implementation.
Wire-free installation make deployments easy, and sensors
automatically connect to gateways to provide a self-provisioning installation process. Flexibility with connectivity
and sensor ranges that could support their expanding
facilities was necessary for ZPower to effectively manage
their battery testing protocol. Sensors can be added as
needed, and do not require on-premise software. SmartSense gateways offer ethernet or cellular connectivity, or a
combination of both for data redundancy. This eliminated
obstacles from relying on their previously wired solution.
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The Results
Now that ZPower has implemented sophisticated environmental monitoring, they have gained capabilities not
previously available:
• Proactive visibility and real-time alerts for sensitive
temperature and humidity excursions
• Significantly reduced the burden of day-to-day management of their monitoring solution
ZPower creates high-quality batteries that will outlast
the competition. Nitin, Chief Information Officer at
ZPower, and his team have been effectively monitoring
temperature and humidity across their multiple facilities,
preventing tens of thousands of dollars in wasted assets.

“There was no difficult hardware setup. It was a flexible,

plug and play solution. Sensors were reporting data imme-

diately. If management wanted to expand our facilities, I

have no worries. I can add as many sensors as I need and
data will be integrated in my portal.”

Nitin Arneja,
Chief Information Officer,
ZPower

To ensure that every shipped battery is up to spec,
ZPower formed a partnership with a company that is
building relationships, not focused on transactions.
ZPower is confident in their temperature and humidity monitoring strategy knowing they have trusted a
leading IoT provider. With over 30 years of experience,
SmartSense develops partnerships with organizations
that prefer relationships, not transactions.
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